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**Abstract:** This paper discusses university curriculum reform guided by product-oriented thinking, focusing on developing competencies for high-value organizational positions. Through a literature review and case analysis, the paper proposes an integrative curriculum design model aimed at cultivating students' innovative thinking, teamwork, and practical problem-solving skills to better adapt to future workplace challenges. Active collaboration with industry is regarded as a key factor for the successful implementation of university curriculum reform.

1. Introduction

The rapid changes in society and the constant evolution of the workplace make university curriculum reform an urgent necessity. This paper aims to utilize product thinking to center on developing students' competencies for high-value organizational positions, in response to future career challenges. By constructing a new type of curriculum design model, we aim to enhance students' innovativeness, teamwork, and practical problem-solving abilities, thus better preparing them for various challenges in their professional careers. Additionally, this paper will emphasize the importance of active collaboration with industry in university curriculum reform.

2. Background and Literature Review

2.1. Background of University Curriculum Reform

With the continuous development of the socio-economy, universities are facing increasingly complex and diversified challenges. Traditional curriculum settings and teaching models are struggling to meet the new requirements of society for talent. In the context of globalization, there is a growing demand for cross-cultural and interdisciplinary skills, while the proliferation of digital technologies makes the cultivation of new vocational abilities imperative. Traditional professional knowledge and skills are no longer sufficient to meet the demands of the modern workplace, thus making curriculum reform in universities an urgent need.

Modern society places greater emphasis on comprehensive qualities and cross-disciplinary abilities, requiring graduates to possess not only professional knowledge but also innovative thinking,
teamwork, and practical problem-solving skills. The subject isolation and rigid education of traditional teaching models may lead to adaptation pressures for graduates at the beginning of their careers. Therefore, the core of university curriculum reform lies in constructing a more flexible and comprehensive education system to better cultivate talents that meet the needs of future society and the workplace.[1]

2.2. Application of Product Thinking in University Curriculum Reform

Product thinking is a mindset that emphasizes problem-solving, innovation, and user experience. Introducing product thinking into university curriculum reform can stimulate students' ability to solve practical problems, fostering their spirit of innovation and teamwork. By approaching from a product perspective, students will better understand the practical application of knowledge and improve their practical operational abilities. The practicality and innovation emphasized by product thinking align closely with the modern societal demands for talent.

2.3. Industry Needs Driving University Curriculum Reform

With the continuous development of technology and the adjustment of industrial structures, the industry's demand for talent has undergone drastic changes. Emerging industries and professions have surfaced, and the corresponding vocational skill requirements are becoming increasingly diverse. Traditional professional education struggles to meet these diversified and dynamic needs. Therefore, industry demands have become a key driving force for university curriculum reform. Universities need to pay closer attention to industry feedback, understand the actual employment demands, adjust curriculum settings, and ensure that students can quickly adapt and integrate into the workplace after graduation.[2]

The changes in industry needs are also reflected in the cultivation of vocational skills, with increasing demands for practical operation, teamwork, and innovation abilities. University curriculum reforms need to be more closely aligned with industry needs, enhancing the practicality and professionalism of education through deep cooperation with enterprises, providing students with more competitive vocational skills.

In summary, university curriculum reform is underpinned by a complex social background and diverse needs, encompassing both the expansion of knowledge and the cultivation of practical application and teamwork skills. The introduction of product thinking and attention to industry needs will provide new ideas and strategies for university curriculum reform, making it more in line with the demands of the times and better serving the development of society and industry.

3. Curriculum Design Model

3.1. Principles of Product-Oriented Curriculum Design

In constructing a product-oriented curriculum design model, a series of principles must be considered to ensure the effectiveness and adaptability of the course. These principles provide guidance for cultivating students' abilities in practical problem solving, innovative thinking, and teamwork.[3]

3.1.1. Student-Centered and Practice-Oriented Approach

In product-oriented curriculum design, student-centered and practice-oriented principles are crucial. Student-centeredness emphasizes active participation and respect for individual needs during the learning process, making the curriculum more relevant to students' actual situations and interests.
Firstly, by incorporating students' needs and interests into the design of course content, the curriculum becomes more personalized. Understanding students' hobbies and subject preferences can make teaching more targeted, stimulating students' learning interest. For example, course design can involve practical cases, allowing students to choose projects of interest for in-depth study, thereby enhancing their subject expertise and practical abilities.[4]

Secondly, practical operation in the teaching process is key to fostering a practice-oriented approach. Encouraging students to participate in projects, field trips, and case analyses allows them to apply product thinking in real-world scenarios. By experiencing problem-solving firsthand, students not only gain a deeper understanding of product thinking concepts but also develop proactive problem-solving abilities in practical work.

This student-centered and practice-oriented teaching method not only provides students with a more comprehensive and profound learning experience in the course but also lays a practical foundation for their future career development. Through active participation in real projects, students will better understand the practical application of product thinking, laying a solid foundation for success in the workplace.

3.1.2. Interdisciplinary Integration and Problem Orientation

One of the core concepts of product thinking is interdisciplinary collaboration, making the integration of knowledge from different academic fields in course design essential. By merging subjects from multiple disciplines such as engineering, design, marketing, etc., a more innovative and comprehensive learning experience can be created, broadening students' academic horizons and cultivating their cross-disciplinary teamwork abilities.[5]

Firstly, by setting up interdisciplinary projects, students from different fields like engineering, design, marketing can collaborate. This teamwork approach not only helps integrate knowledge from various fields but also fosters students' ability to collaborate effectively in a team environment. For example, in a translation project in a foreign language major, language students can handle translation to ensure accurate conveyance of text information; IT students can use advanced translation tools and technologies to improve efficiency; meanwhile, business students can manage market analysis and business strategies to ensure the translation content meets target audience needs. Through interdisciplinary collaboration, language students can gain a more comprehensive understanding of project requirements while learning from other fields, enhancing their overall literacy and teamwork skills.

Secondly, integrative design allows students to learn knowledge and skills from different fields in teamwork. By collaboratively solving problems, students can deeply understand the work methods and thought processes of other specialties, forming a comprehensive knowledge structure. This not only helps improve students' overall literacy but also provides a broader range of career options for their future. Interdisciplinary learning experiences enable students to better adapt to complex and changing professional environments, possessing stronger adaptability.[6]

Problem orientation is a key method in product thinking. In course design, using problems as the starting point for learning guides students to use product thinking to solve problems. Through guiding challenging problems, students' abilities to think independently and solve problems are cultivated. This problem-oriented teaching method helps develop students' abilities to analyze and solve complex problems, enhancing their innovative capabilities.

Overall, interdisciplinary integration and problem orientation are two indispensable principles in the product-oriented curriculum design. Through the application of these principles, students will better understand the practical application of product thinking, developing teamwork and problem-solving abilities, equipping them with stronger innovative potential to meet future career challenges.
3.2. Elements for Cultivating Competencies in High-Value Organizational Positions

In building a curriculum design model targeting competencies for high-value organizational positions, the following elements will be important components in cultivating students' comprehensive literacy:

3.2.1. Pathways for Cultivating Innovative Thinking

Innovative thinking is a core element of competencies for high-value organizational positions. Therefore, course design should focus on stimulating students' creative thinking and problem-solving abilities, using a variety of teaching methods.

Firstly, introducing innovative teaching methods is an effective way to cultivate students' innovative thinking. Design thinking workshops are one such method, encouraging students to think about problems from multiple perspectives and propose innovative solutions by placing them in real problem-solving situations. Such workshops can inspire students' creativity, fostering their ability to think independently and solve problems collaboratively. On the other hand, entrepreneurial practice projects are also an effective means to cultivate students' innovative thinking. By participating in actual entrepreneurial projects, students can deeply understand market needs, challenge traditional concepts, and refine and improve their ideas through continuous trial and error.

Secondly, case analysis and discussion in courses are another important pathway to stimulate students' innovative thinking. Case studies not only allow students to learn from practical problems but also develop their ability to think about issues from multiple perspectives. By involving cases from various industries and fields, students can understand and appreciate different innovative thinking models. Discussions should focus on encouraging students to share their unique insights into problems, prompting them to step out of traditional thinking frameworks. Such case analyses and discussions will cultivate a flexible and open-minded way of thinking in students, enabling them to better tackle various challenges in their future work.

Through these pathways for cultivating innovative thinking, the course design aims to equip students not only with product thinking but also to display unique innovative abilities in solving practical problems. Such learning experiences will help students better adapt to future careers full of uncertainties and opportunities.

3.2.2. Strengthening Teamwork Abilities

In today's workplace, teamwork ability is an indispensable component of competencies for high-value organizational positions. Therefore, course design should focus on cultivating students' teamwork spirit and communication skills, strengthening them through various teaching methods.

Firstly, organizing team projects allows students to deeply experience the importance of different roles in collaboration. This practical project approach can simulate a real workplace environment, helping students better adapt to future work scenarios. In team projects, students need to learn effective communication, division of labor, and cooperation, while understanding and respecting the contributions of each team member. Such practical learning experiences help cultivate students' collaboration skills in a team environment, laying a solid foundation for their future career development.

Secondly, using simulated real-world scenarios to strengthen teamwork abilities is also essential. By simulating real workplace challenges and problems, students need to think collectively and develop solutions, thereby cultivating the team's collaborative combat capabilities. This practical learning approach allows students to understand the importance of teamwork more deeply while developing their abilities to play leadership or collaborative roles in a team. Simulated real-world
scenarios help students better adapt to various challenges in their careers and quickly meet different work environment requirements.

Additionally, introducing team building and communication skills training is an indispensable step. Such training will help students better understand team dynamics and the importance of communication. Through role-playing, team cooperation games, and other forms, students can enhance their teamwork and communication skills in a simulated environment. The training can emphasize the cultivation of leadership, enabling students to better utilize their strengths within the team, coordinate team members, and improve overall team performance.

These two components together form an organic curriculum design model, aimed at cultivating students' product thinking, innovative thinking, and teamwork abilities, equipping them with competencies for high-value organizational positions. Through practice, interdisciplinary collaboration, and problem-oriented learning, students will receive comprehensive literacy enhancement in the course, better preparing them for future career challenges. This training model aims to cultivate comprehensive talents with professional literacy as well as innovative and teamwork abilities, laying a solid foundation for their success in their professional careers.

4. Industry Collaboration Mechanism

4.1. The Necessity of Industry Collaboration

4.1.1. Industry Expectations for Talent

With continuous technological advancement and profound changes in social structures, the industry's expectations for talent have undergone significant transformations. Traditional professional skills, while still important, are no longer sufficient to meet the diverse needs of emerging industries and professions. The industry is now placing greater emphasis on comprehensive qualities and practical application abilities in future talents. University graduates need a broader knowledge base, the ability to span multiple fields, and the capacity to solve complex problems.

Particularly, the industry's demand for innovative thinking and teamwork abilities is becoming increasingly prominent. With intense market competition and rapid technological development, businesses value employees' creative thinking more than ever, hoping they can propose novel solutions in their daily work. Teamwork has become an indispensable skill in the workplace, as many projects and tasks require collaboration across multiple departments and professional fields.

Therefore, university graduates need to emphasize the cultivation of practical application abilities and interdisciplinary thinking, enabling them to more flexibly address the complex and varied work environments of the workplace. The industry's demand for such comprehensively developed talents makes the collaboration between universities and industry particularly urgent. Through close collaboration, universities can better understand the real talent needs of the industry, adjust course settings, and cultivate talents that are more in line with market demands. This collaboration mechanism not only enhances students' employability but also drives universities to better adapt to industrial development.

4.1.2. Benefits of University-Industry Collaboration

Close collaboration between universities and industry is not only a crucial way to meet the industry's talent needs but also a powerful engine driving university curriculum reform and student career development. This partnership brings multiple benefits and long-term development opportunities for both parties.

Firstly, collaboration brings real cases and problems, enriching university course content. Through
collaboration with the industry, universities can access the latest and most authentic industry cases, making course content more aligned with actual work requirements. In such courses, students face real challenges, developing the ability to solve actual problems and preparing them for their future careers.

Secondly, industry involvement provides students with more practical opportunities, strengthening their problem-solving abilities. By participating in industry collaboration projects and internships, students can apply theoretical knowledge learned in the classroom to real work settings, enhancing their practical application skills. Such practical experiences not only broaden students’ horizons but also increase their competitiveness in the job market.

Most importantly, this close university-industry collaboration helps establish a long-term and stable cooperation mechanism. Through deepening cooperation, universities and industries can establish a mutually beneficial relationship, creating a win-win situation. Industry feedback and suggestions prompt universities to adjust their curriculum more flexibly, better aligning with market needs and providing more competitive education for students.

In summary, collaboration between universities and the industry benefits not only in meeting the industry's talent needs but also in injecting vitality into university curriculum reform and student career development. This close partnership is not only a manifestation of theory and practice integration but also a driving force for mutual advancement.

4.2. Collaboration Models and Mechanisms

4.2.1. Internships and Project Collaboration

Internships and project collaboration, as vital forms of university-industry cooperation, provide students with opportunities closely integrated with actual work. These collaboration models help students better understand the demands of their careers and apply theoretical knowledge to real-world work scenarios, developing their ability to solve problems in a real work environment.

Firstly, internships serve as a bridge for students to apply theoretical knowledge in practice. By participating in actual work, students gain a deeper understanding of operational processes, industry standards, and professional requirements in their fields. During internships, students continually adjust their academic perspectives in practice, gradually developing their ability to solve real problems. Internships also offer students opportunities to build networks and understand career planning, laying a solid foundation for their future career development.

Secondly, project collaboration further strengthens students’ practical abilities. By working with the industry to solve real project issues, students face industry challenges directly, honing their teamwork, innovation, and problem-solving skills. Project collaboration often involves a certain complexity, requiring students to apply multidisciplinary knowledge in practice, thus cultivating their comprehensive literacy. This practical learning enriches students’ experiences and lays a solid practical foundation for their future careers.

4.2.2. Establishment and Operation of Professional Committees

Establishing professional committees is a deeper level of industry collaboration mechanism, involving industry professionals in university decision-making processes to better meet industry needs. The formation of professional committees not only helps universities understand industry trends, technological innovations, and talent demands more deeply but also provides universities with practical experience in integrating with the industry.

Firstly, the involvement of professional committees provides universities with cutting-edge industry information. As committee members come from the industry, they can share the latest
technological developments, market demands, and industry trends. This timely update of information helps universities adjust their curriculum more flexibly, ensuring that the talents they cultivate meet the actual needs of the industry.

Secondly, the operation of professional committees can guide universities in curriculum setting and updating teaching content. Through deep collaboration with industry professionals, universities can better understand core skills and knowledge requirements in professional fields, ensuring that course content is practical and forward-looking. The establishment of professional committees also facilitates the deep integration of academic research and industrial development, offering more collaboration opportunities for both parties.

Overall, internships and project collaboration, along with the establishment and operation of professional committees, constitute a mechanism for deep collaboration between universities and industries. This mechanism helps effectively align university curriculum reform with industry needs, providing better career development support for students. Through close collaboration, universities can better cultivate high-value talents that meet industry requirements, while the industry can also acquire professionals who meet market demands. This win-win collaboration model will drive university curriculum reform towards more practical and innovative directions.

5. Conclusion

Through the study of university curriculum reform under product-oriented thinking, this paper proposes a curriculum design model centered on developing competencies for high-value organizational positions. By cultivating innovative thinking, teamwork, and practical problem-solving abilities, students will be better equipped to meet the demands of future workplaces. Active collaboration with the industry is a key factor in the successful implementation of university curriculum reform. Through continuous optimization of course design and promoting industry-academia collaboration, universities will cultivate more competitive graduates, contributing to the sustainable development of society and economy.
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